
 
 

 

Writing your Life - 2013 
A Course leading to a Life Story Publication (LSP) 

 

 

 

"To remain vibrant throughout a lifetime we must always be inventing ourselves, weaving 

new themes into our life narratives, remembering our past, re-visioning our future, re-

authorising the myth by which we live." (Sam Keen and Ann Valley Fox) 
  

 

 

 

A number of aspirant writers have asked for a structured course that offers a sense of 

progression and leads to a publication. So I am once again offering a Life Story/Memoir 

course March - Sept 2013. There is no admission requirement. We can all learn to write and 

have a story to tell. 
 

You are invited to take part in the third Life Story course. In 2011 19 people featured in the 

publication, Words on a Mirror, Remembering our Stories. In 2012 15 people contributed to 

The Door is Always Open, Remembering our Stories. Here is feedback from participants: 
s 

 

When we arrived, we shared a common commitment – to write. When we left, we shared 

so much more. Having discovered a home space that offered enrichment and blessings, 

a magic maestro to keep us inspired and safe, and kindred writers for support, 

encouragement and laughter, we looked deep inside, opened our hearts, connected to 

our grief, dropped our masks, celebrated the child in us then looked in the mirror to 

see...ourselves. 
 

 

 

 

There will be one book featuring the writing of all participants.   
 

The course runs late March to early Sept 2013. It consists of:  
 

 two Sat/Sun workshops in Johannesburg, Cape Town and Durban for participants in 

these respective cities (dates below) You can attend in other cities too.  
 

 one-on-one email/phone tuition after the workshops  
 

 a publication featuring the writing of all those who participated  
 

 a celebratory book launch. Each writer receives 8 copies 
 
 

Elements covered in the wordshops:   
 

 voice and presence 

 connecting to experience 

 opening to imagination and creativity 

 engaging the discipline  

 developing a facility with words  

 crafting, shaping, structuring and editing 



How this works  - There are six phases: 
 

 

Phase 1: You attend a Sat/Sun creative writing workshop in your home town  
 

Phase 2: Participants write episodes from their lives , practicing  the learning 
 

Phase 3: You attend a 2nd ‘crafting your writing’ workshop – Sat/ Sun around 4/5 weeks later 
 

Phase 4: Each writer receives 3/4 one-on-one mentoring sessions via email/phone/skype as 

we select and grow the text/s chosen for our publication. You write a brief bio for inclusion in 

the book. Each writer will be given +- 4000 words (+-10 pages)  for their story/ies. The title of 

the book will emerge during the process. 
 

Phase 5: Production - editing, proofing, type setting, cover design, lay out and printing 

I will write a foreword  (You will not directly be involved during this phase unless you want to. I 

will be negotiating with proof reader , layout artist, printer.)  
 

Phase 6: Launch. You invite a partner/friend as we celebrate the birth of the book 
 

Time Frame  -  wordshop times Sat 10.00 -16.30 / Sun 10.00 -14.30  - or by arrangement 
 

 

Phase 1 and 3:  Durban: 9/10  March and 13/14 April  

                J’burg 16/17 March and 20/21 April  

                Cape Town: 23/24 March 27/28 April  

Phase 2:   writing time - in-between workshops 

Phase 4:   one-on-one mentoring –  May/June 

Phase 5:   preparation for publication/printing – July/Aug  

Phase 6:   Launches:  Durban. J’burg and Cape Town - Sept  - date/venue TBA 
  

Course Cost  (14 people needed to run the course)         
 

The course fee includes: 
 

 A copy of The Writers Voice , a workbook for writers in Africa  Dorian Haarhoff  Zebra, 

1998  (out of print but I have copies)- deduct R150 if you have the book 

 Workshop tuition - 4 days or catch up sessions… plus a set of readings 

 One-on-one email/phone mentoring: +-10 hours pp 

 Regular newsletter updates during the course 

 Production costs – editing, proofing, type setting, cover design, lay out and printing  

 8 copies of the book  (additional copies can be ordered before printing - own cost) 

 Launch costs for you and one guest – catering, venue etc. (drinks own account)  

 surprise gift related to writing 
 

R6350 R1350* deposit with booking form (see below) *Deposit secures your place. 

R3000 by mid April  R2000 by mid July(or installment by arrangement)   
 

deposit refund if course does not run. no refund once we are underway 
 

 

 

Dorian Haarhoff - writer, story-teller, mentor and speaker. Passionate about developing 

innate creativity and imagination, he believes in the power of stories to create new realities. 

Dorian brings a sensitivity and knowledge to his craft. A former Prof of English literature 

(Namibia), Dorian’s workshops are based on his texts, The Writer’s Voice and The Halo and 

the Noose, (co- authored)  He has facilitated a number of publications. Many participants 

have  responded, “You help me to sound like me.” 
 

You share your rich knowledge and insights. You emanate a field of creativity in which we 

are inspired and gladly participate. (Evette Weyers, sculptor) 

 

Application form below 



 Writing your Story 

A Course leading to a Life Story Publication 2013 (LSP) 
 

Name: 

 

 

Email: 

 

 

Physical Address:  

 

 

Telephones: 

 

 
I need /have: The Writer’s Voice 

 

Please share/ do not share  my contact details with the others on the course 

 

Payment Details: 

 
Please mark your payments with your surname and LSP (Life Story Publication) 

 
Bank details:  
Dr R D Haarhoff   Standard Bank  

current acc  0828 59 248  

Helderberg Branch 033012  42  (if needed )  

  

 

 

 


